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ahmed, saladin, writer. Abbott. issues 1-5. illustrated by sami kivelä, Jason wordie, and Jim 
Campbell. Boom! studios, 2018. Comic.

In 1972, Elena Abbott (simply “Abbott” to her associates) is the only black investigative 
reporter for the Detroit Daily, exposing crimes and corruption that the police, the underworld, and 
the white establishment would rather keep hidden. Her dogged pursuit of the truth has also made 
enemies of her newspaper’s corporate owners, who have been steadily applying pressure on her 
editor to either rein her in or fire her.

However, Abbott’s quest to uncover the truth also extends into less-mundane areas: years 
ago, her husband Samir was killed by an evil spiritual force known as “the Umbra” – not simply the 
embodiment of darkness or death, but a ravenous kind of anti-life seeking whatever ingress to our 
world it can find. Though few others believe her, Abbott is attuned to the Umbra’s presence, and 
when dead bodies and mutilated animal corpses start showing up across Detroit, she realises that it 
has returned – this time with the assistance of a masked, knife-wielding murderer.

There are obvious shades of Carl Kolchak here – the original Night Stalker (1974-1975) that 
is, not the 2005 remake – as well as John Constantine and Fox Mulder, which writer/creator Saladin 
Ahmed acknowledges, explaining that: “It’s a familiar story in genre, but Abbott was really inspired 
by an attempt to put a different sort of hero and setting at the centre of such a story” (24). Ahmed – 
himself a Detroit native – specifically chooses to set the story in Detroit in 1972, a time and place of 
unprecedented cultural change. At this moment in history, Detroit was already lumbering under the 
long-term effects of racially segregated urban planning and ‘white flight.’ The local economy was 
still suffering from the massive job losses of the 1960s; the automotive industry (from which the city 
took its nickname, ‘Motor City’ or ‘Motown’) had been dealt a number of severe body-blows from 
which it could not recover, and the economic situation would worsen further throughout the 1970s, 
particularly during the OPEC oil embargo of 1973 and the oil crisis of 1979. Abbott takes place just 
before the rise in gang-related violence and the heroin epidemic, and this lends a certain poignancy 
to the story: from one perspective, Elena Abbott is fighting for justice in a doomed town.

On the other hand, Detroit in 1972 was a city ripe with possibilities and cultural innovation. 
Black popular culture was once again poised to redefine coolness, with Detroit at the forefront 
of a thriving musical scene, and the following year would see the election of the city’s first black 
mayor, Coleman Young. The spirit of what Quentin Tarantino called “the Black 1970s” is reflected 
in Abbott’s structure and style. Each chapter is named after a classic Motown song: “Just My 
Imagination” (1971) and “Ball of Confusion” (1971) by The Temptations; “Do Right Woman” (1967) 
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by the recently departed and sadly-missed Aretha Franklin; “Makes Me Wanna Holler,” after a lyric 
from “Inner City Blues” (1971) by Marvin Gaye; and “Someday We’ll Be Together” (1969) by The 
Supremes. Elsewhere, there are nods to the decade’s ‘blaxploitation’ cinema – see, for instance, the 
scene in which a supporting character blows a monster’s head off with a shotgun (with the sound 
effect given as “SHAKA BOOM”), remarking “I got y’all’s message” in the following panel, deadpan 
and unperturbed.

So, Ahmed’s mission is certainly accomplished in terms of setting: few, if any, stories of 
dogged investigators stumbling onto occult shenanigans have taken place against such a compelling 
backdrop. Abbott herself, likewise, is unlike any occult investigator before her. For a start, she is a 
black woman, which necessarily gives her a different outlook from most supernatural sleuths. Indeed, 
I got the distinct impression that her tangles with the Umbra are only marginally more dangerous 
than her daily confrontations with white officialdom and organised crime – there are white cops out 
there who really do not like her, following her report on a black teenager who was beaten to death 
in police custody, and she is warned about unseen, politically-connected gangsters who do not 
appreciate her investigations into their municipal construction contracts. A noteworthy aspect of 
the story is her engagement with the local black community: she investigates the disappearances of 
loved ones, keeps tabs on friends and family, and is known to almost everyone – this standing comes 
in handy when she needs access to information.

Abbott stands out from the crowd in other respects. One notable (though understated) 
aspect to her character is her sexuality – she has been married twice before, and she is still in 
contact with one ex-girlfriend that we know of. Ahmed does not dwell on Abbott’s love-life in an 
exploitative way, though, and her romantic history is woven into her character and the plot. Her first 
husband, Samir, a mysterious man who described himself as being from Paris, Senegal, and “other 
places” (Chapter One), introduced her to the world of the occult and was killed by it soon after; 
her subsequent marriage to detective James Gratham never stood a chance because she was still 
haunted by the circumstances of Samir’s death (though Abbott reckons Gratham’s womanising was 
the proximate cause of their divorce). At some point, she also had an affair with Amelia Chee, whose 
Chinese-American upbringing initially inclined her to believe in Abbott’s “ghost stories,” and who is 
now one of Abbott’s sources for underworld information. Amelia, much like James, has grown tired 
of hearing about the Umbra, and is frustrated by Abbott’s internalised homophobia.

It seems trite and unnecessary to emphasise the point, but Abbott’s role as an investigative 
journalist takes on additional importance in the present-day climate of media complicity in political 
corruption, where any attempt to speak truth to power is dismissed as ‘fake news’ and governments 
can get away with treating uncooperative reporters as enemies of the people. If one were cynical, 
one might say that an additional benefit of setting the series in 1972 is that back then, newspapers 
were still newspapers and the word ‘journalist’ still meant something.

The slogan for the series is “Evil thrives where truth hides,” and every issue begins with 
the same quote from the late Wayne Barrett, whose own investigative reporting focused on people 
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such as Donald Trump, Rudy Giuliani, and Ed Koch: “Journalists are detectives for the people.” 
Journalists bring things to light; thus, in a sense, their role as investigators is ‘purer’ than that of the 
police, private eyes, or other figures who might otherwise be cast as the protagonist in a story like 
this. In Abbott, Ahmed positions the journalist not just as a detective, but as a superhero: Abbott’s 
superpower is, literally, ‘bringing things to light,’ as a prophesised saviour-figure who can wield light 
against the Umbra and its shadow-creatures. These abominations are brought to vivid life by the 
well-matched artist/colourist team of Sami Kivelä and Jason Wordie. Kivelä illustrates the characters 
and setting with clean, detailed, realistic line art, the better to underscore the traumatising weirdness 
of the shadow-monsters, which appear in snaking clouds of scratchy pen-strokes. Wordie does 
something similar, painting the world of everyday Detroit with watercolour ochres and greys before 
lashing out with vivid, oil-pastel purples for the Umbra. Line art and colour combine to particularly 
satisfying effect in the high-contrast blasts of Abbott brandishing a light-source.

Of course, everything has its flaws, and the weakest aspect of Abbott is Sebastian, an 
English hippie who runs an occult knick-knack store and, in true self-aggrandising Aquarian Age 
fashion, hints at being something far older and further-seeing than a mere mortal. An old friend of 
Samir’s, his main function in the story is to provide the necessary exposition about the Umbra and its 
servants. As much as anything else in the story, however, he is an expression of its temporal setting: 
though the hippie peace-and-love era had come to a brutal end with the Manson Family murders 
and the Altamont Speedway Free Festival, its esoteric elements endured for years before being 
sanitised and repackaged as ‘New Age’ spirituality. Thankfully, his role in the story is limited, and 
there is no more need for him to appear in any future stories: now that Abbott knows the ‘basics,’ it 
will be much more enjoyable to see her figure out the occult side of things on her own.

The arc of this story is first and foremost about establishing Abbott as a protagonist 
and defining the parameters of her world and her community. Thus, the villain of the piece is by 
necessity a far less interesting character – bad enough to need putting down, but not memorable 
enough to steal the spotlight – but he does have a distinctive motive and modus operandi. Without 
wanting to give too much away, he is essentially a ‘toxic fan’: racist, sexist, obsessed with a particular 
range of cultural artefacts, demanding endless re-iterations of the same, and pontificating on the 
‘degeneracy’ and ‘weakness’ of modernity despite having been sheltered from its hardships. While 
reading, I could not help but wonder how this series might be compared to other comics that 
fetishize the ‘strength’ of the ancient world.

To sum up, this is an excellent start to what will hopefully be a semi-regular urban fantasy 
comic series: Ahmed’s scripting duties on Marvel’s Exiles (2018-present) – among many other titles 
– will presumably keep him busy for the foreseeable future, but I look forward to seeing what will 
happen in the next Abbott volume, whenever that may arrive.
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